Continuing Legal Education Credit Information

2019 Legal Services Statewide Conference
“Addressing Disparity: A Way Forward”

Event Code: 278941
(CLE credits are approved)

October 23rd through 25th, 2019
Arrowwood Resort and Conference Center, Alexandria, Minnesota

Sessions totaling 26.50 continuing legal education credit hours will be offered during the conference including 19.50 hours of Standard, 5.00 hours of Elimination of Bias and 2.00 hours of Ethics. A maximum of 10.50 hours of CLE credit can be earned by a participant attending the conference depending upon the sessions attended.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 23, 2019
4:30 PM - 5:30 PM | Housing Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM | Immigration Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

4:30 PM - 5:30 PM | Social Security Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

7:00 PM - 8:00 PM | Kickoff Plenary – We Are All Criminals
CLE: 1.0 hour of Elimination of Bias CLE credit

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2019
9:00 AM - 10:00 AM | Understanding Racialized Trauma: Its Impact on Justice Leaders and Those They Serve
CLE: 1.0 hour of Elimination of Bias CLE credit

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM | A Path Toward Healing Racial Trauma and the Historical Myth of Race: A Somatic Approach
CLE: 1.0 hour of Elimination of Bias CLE credit

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM | General LegalServer Topics: Using LegalServer to Manage Cases
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 24, 2019, cont.

10:30 AM - 11:30 AM | How to Talk Like a Mediator: Mediation Communication Tools
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM | Ethics and Writing
CLE: 1.0 hour of Ethics CLE credit

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM | General LegalServer Topics: Using Listviews and Running Reports
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM | Racial Justice in Practice
CLE: 1.0 hour of Elimination of Bias CLE credit

1:00 PM - 2:00 PM | License on the Line: Ethical Considerations for Support Staff
CLE: 1.0 hour of Ethics CLE credit

CLE: 1.0 hour of Elimination of Bias CLE credit

2:15 PM – 3:15 PM | Medical Legal Partnerships
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

2:15 PM – 3:15 PM | Preparing for LegalServer
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM | An Overview of Cash and Food Programs for Legal Aid Staff
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM | Foreclosure Prevention Strategies & Secrets: Lessons from Bank of America Funded Work
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM | General LegalServer Topics: Taking LegalServer to the Next Level
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

3:30 PM – 4:30 PM | LOON: It’s a Bird... It’s a Plane... It’s a... Database?
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

5:00 PM – 6:00 PM | Public Benefits Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit
5:00 PM – 6:00 PM | Housing Policy Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 25, 2019
8:45 – 9:45 AM | Consumer Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

8:45 – 9:45 AM | Elder Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

8:45 – 9:45 AM | Family Law Practice Group Forum
CLE: 1.0 hour of Standard CLE credit

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM | Mindful Ways to Relax at Work and Keep Your Wits About You
CLE: 1.5 hours of Standard CLE credit